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A: Try changing your primary group to root like this: sudo usermod -a -G root user This will change the primary group
ownership of all your files to root (so as you noted, it won't work in your example unless the other users had previously
been changed to root). Q: Bootstrap Grid Column Spacing Default I'm using the Bootstrap Admin Template and looking at
the source code I'm somewhat confused at how Bootstrap sets the column spacing. I've created a test with 6 images and I
want all the images to be in the same row and 2 columns (so a 3 column row). Here's a snippet from the code: .col-xs-2,.colsm-2,.col-md-2,.col-lg-2{width:33.333%; float:left;} I was expecting this to generate a row with 3 images (2 across then 2
down) but instead the row is split into 4 columns. I was expecting this: .col-xs-2,.col-sm-2,.col-md-2,.collg-2{width:33.333%; float:left;} So I went through and made my own grid in my own style and changing the below
generated 3 column row to 4 column rows. I'm curious, was there any other way of doing it and what is the default
behaviour when using the built in Bootstrap? A: So, when you look at the implementation of the grid on the website, you'll
see that there is.col-xs-* where * is the number of columns you want. This means that Bootstrap is using that as the width
of the grid. If you want to use "normal" widths, use.col-*-* where * is the number of columns you want. So, if you want
two columns, you'd do.col-md-2. It's like having a conversation with a ten-year-old! With so many bands and artists on a
daily basis, it’s hard to keep track of everything that’s happening. After all, music isn’t the only thing the internet is good
for. And to make matters worse, it’s easy to miss something if you aren’t looking for it. There
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